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Exeggutor



Pattern by Samantha Gibbs (xxbyamomentx)

Check out my blog, A Moment



Unraveled, on tumblr for more patterns!

http://xxbyamomentx.tumblr.com/



I made this Exeggutor to fit the scale of Nichole’s patterns for the #crochetgo project!



Materials Needed

Light brown yarn

Dark brown yarn

Yellow yarn

Green yarn

White yarn

A ‘G’ crochet hook or your preferred size for amigurumi

A yarn needle

Felt for the tiny face detail

Glue for adding felt details

Polyfil stuffing



Body - Make One

1. Start with light brown. Working in rounds, sc 6 in ring (6)

2. In the back loop only, inc every st around (12)

3. In the back loop only, inc 1, sc 1 around (18)

4. In the back loop only, inc 1, sc 2 around (24)

5. In the back loop only, sc around (24)

6. Sc around (24)

7. Sc around (24)

8. Sc around (24)

9. Sc around (24)

10. Sc around (24)

11. Sc around (24)

12. Inc 1, sc 7 (27)

13. Inc 1, sc 8 (30)

14. Sc all (30)

15. Sc all (30)

16. Sc all (30)

17. Sc all (30)

18. Dec 1, sc 2 - you will end with a decrease (22) - start to stuff

19. Dec 1, sc 1 - you’ll have one stitch left over, sc it (15)

20. Dec 7 times and ignore the single leftover stitch in your row.

Finish off and sew closed.



Leaves

The leaves are where this pattern gets tricky. I’m going to give two options on how you

can do leaves, both will look the same when you’re done. It is just the option of if you’d

rather attach them as you go or if you prefer to make them and sew them on afterwards.



The leaves are worked around the back loop only rows of the body to make them easier

to attach.



Method 1 - This is what I personally used for the Exeggutor in the pictures. Place your

crochet hook in the second ring from the center of the body’s back loop only stitches and

chain 13. Turn and work down the row in the second chain from the hook (sl st, sc, sc, 9

hdc), then attach this ‘leaf’ to the body with a single crochet in the back loop only stitch



above it. Continue to work this five more times, then continue to make leaves in the

same way but make them larger (chain 16, then in second chain from hook: sl st, sc, sc,

sc, hdc 11) and attach them the same way. You don’t have to fill every single stitch, just

make them evenly so there are no visible holes. This isn’t an exact science which is what

makes it confusing. I had a total of 13 leaves when I was finished, but you can adjust this

to your preference.



Method 2 - This is a much simpler method for beginners or anyone who doesn’t want to

read through my ramblings on method one. Here we will be making the leaves separately

and attaching them to the body later on. Make six of the following leaf: Chain 13, turn,

starting in second chain from hook sl st, sc, sc, hdc 9. Finish off leaving a tail for sewing

onto the body. Make seven of the following leaf: Chain 16, turn, starting in second chain

from hook sl st, sc, sc, sc, hdc 11. Finish off leaving a tail for sewing onto the body. Sew

the smaller leaves closer to the top of the head and add the longer leaves after so the

longer leaves hang naturally like the Pokemon.



Heads - Make Three

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.



With yellow, sc 4 in magic ring (4)

Inc all (8)

Inc 1, sc 1 (12)

Inc 1, sc 1 (18)

Sc all (18)

Sc all (18)

Sc all (18)

Dec 1, sc 1 (12) - start to stuff

Dec all (6)



Finish off and sew shut.



Legs - Make Two

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



In yellow, sc 6 in magic ring (6) - change to light brown

In light brown, inc all (12)

In the back loop only, sc all (12)

Sc all (12)

Sc all (12)

Sc all (12)

Sc all (12)



8. Sc all (12)

Finish off and stuff.



Claws - Make Six

In white, chain two and turn. Single crochet the second chain from your hook, then finish

off. Leave enough of a yarn tail that you can stitch these onto Exeggutor’s legs. You will

need three of these for each foot.



Assembly

At this point, weave in any ends that you haven’t already. Sew the three heads onto the

body side-by-side. Sew three claws onto each foot in the back loop only row of the legs as

shown in the picture on the first page. Sew both legs onto the body in a sitting position.

Using dark brown yarn, gently back stitch two brown rows on to Exeggutor’s body and

two brown rows onto each leg as pictured. The reason I like to do this after assembly is

because how you position the legs onto Exeggutor’s body really determines where the

stripes look best on him. Cut tiny details out of felt - I reccomend tiny craft scissors - and

gently glue them on. I wouldn’t sew on the details for this guy if you’re using felt because

of how small they are - a single stitch could tear the tiny pieces of felt apart. If your leaves

are a little curly, give them a gentle tug - mine required a little pulling too, but they’ll relax

quickly.



Enjoy your Exeggutor and happy #CrochetGo!



This pattern was the most difficult to explain that I’ve ever published, so I wanted to add

some detailed pictures of each side to help anyone who might be confused. If you’re

printing out this pattern, you can leave off these pictures to save ink. They’re just to help

with any of the more difficult details - a picture can explain it all sometimes!
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